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Highlights: 

• Building communities of practice is currently the most popular KM strategy 
• Organizations must support communities of practice culturally and financially for them to thrive 
• Incentives for workers are key 
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Introduction 

For a long time being, development of water resources in most developing countries was dominated by 

the state, and planning, construction, operation and maintenance of large-scale irrigation projects was 

subject to state bureaucracies. The provision of government financing developed from a historical 

situation after World War II, when no private investors were able, or willing, to finance these large and 

costly infrastructures. Governments thus stimulated economic development through infrastructure 

financing, and it was believed that only state bureaucracies would be best able to administer water 

allocation, maintain the technical infrastructure and limit free riding behavior. 

The fiscal crisis in the developing countries that began in the early 1980s, however, has demonstrated 

the weakness of governmental interventions, and experiences in state-administered irrigation systems 

have not validated the positive assumptions. Misallocation of resources, poor performance of supply

ing water, and deterioration of infrastructure have exposed institutional deficiencies of state irrigation 

institutions, and have put to question the governments' role. 

Since the beginning of the 1990s, many developing countries transferred management of irrigation 

systems to users organizations. Turkey has been among those innovative countries, and research stud

ies2 show significant improvements in operating and maintaining irrigation systems, and in financing 
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1 Perfonnance under two kinds of shared responsibility 

The transfer process has been gradually undertaken, and the state agency still assumes partial respon-' 


sibility. What are the critical items for which the state agency continues to playa role at the operative 


level and for regulatory functions? 


Prior to transfer, both irrigation systems in the Lower Seyhan Plain and Gediz river basin were man

aged by the state agency (State Hydraulic Works, DSI). In the early 1980s, Irrigators Groups were 


established at the tertiary level but assumed minor responsibility. High subsidies and, thus, the burden 


on the national treasury for services provision was the driving force of management transfer taking 


place in 1993/94. The state agency has not yet completely transferred management of irrigation and 


drainage systems to Irrigation Associations, and for the time being associations and DSI jointly oper

ate and maintain irrigation systems and drainage infrastructure. 


State management of irrigation and drainage systems: DSI - Irrigators Groups (1981-1993/94) 


The General Directorate for State Hydraulic Works (DSI) was the principle actor for managing irriga

tion and drainage systems. DSI has been dependent on budget allocations, determining the scope of 


maintenance works. Budget allocations were not linked to water charges, and collection rates were 10\0\ 




tlicts could not be solved and if contlicts arose between farmers belonging to different Irrigators 


Groups. 


Centralized control over the resource and the provision of services was not able to tlexibly respond to 


local demands deriving from e.g. diversified cropping patterns; it was weak in effectively enforcing 


water allocations and preventing free-riding behavior. Finally, the multi-organizational arrangement 


with many ministries and state agencies involved was not designed as to hold public service providers 


accountable to irrigators, and to achieve financial sustainabilityA 


Joint management of irrigation and drainage systems: Irrigation Associations - OSI (since 1993/94) 


The high subsidies and, thus, the burden on the national treasury for services provision was the driving 


force of management transfer taking place in 1993/94. OSI has not yet completely transferred man

agement of irrigation and drainage systems to Irrigation Associations (IA), and for the time being Irri

gation Associations and OSI jointly operate and maintain irrigation and drainage systems. 


Within their area of responsibility, Irrigation Associations are self-reliant and recover costs from local 


resources. They manage their common water source, and the associated infrastructure, at their own 


discretion based on officially sanctioned transfer contracts. The organizational set-up of Irrigation 


Associations variesy among regions, b.tl.: .'.' ••iations are membership organizations to which the 

-r-- I 

farmers join voluntarily. Irrigation Associations are free to decide on the representative system, i.e. 



Yearly investigation and evaluation is done by using a common format which forms the basis for tech

nical assistance by DSI staff. The report includes, inter-alia, amongst other items irrigation ratio, -
cropping pattern, water use planning and delivery, maintenance and repair activities, budgeting and 

accounts. 5 

The prevalent trend is that the state agency operates and maintains only those parts of irrigation and 

drainage systems which exceed the boundary of one association, or for which an association has re

fused to take over management responsibility. This refers, in particular, to main canals to which more 

than one Irrigation Association are adjacent, and to main drains. While O&M of main canals is then 

charged to associations, maintenance of drainage infrastructure is still free of charge in the Lower 

Seyhan system. The transfer contracts for associations in the Gediz basin include management transfer 

of drainage network as well, but maintenance is not realized because of too high costs. In case of a 

shared main canal, a legally binding protocol defines activities and costs, and is signed by all partners. 

Another option has been that an Irrigation Association has hired a DSI technician who is then account

able to the Irrigation Association for monitoring crucial delivery points to guarantee downstream w,:ter 

rights. 

The establishment ofan upper higher-level aSl'ciariOii Oii i iver basin level (or sub-level) is envisaged t 

that allows the state agency to completely refrain from the operative level. However, some services 

should be provided by the state agency (e.g. monitoring groundwater and salinity), and regulatory and 



JiMT in Turkey does not include transfer of ownership of infrastructure and water, but assigns users 

rights to both. What does this mean in effect, and does partial turn-over negatively impact on irrigation 

associations? 

YWhat are the prevalent maintenance problems, and what are the rationale of the associations deci

sion-making? 

yarmers were not asked to contribute towards investment cost of on-farm drains, and, prior to trans

fer, maintenance was nobody's responsibility. Now, maintenance has become an issue, and irrigation 

associations have are assumed resp0lllii"'"ty, but clear rules p.re lacking.-
tE'ff-farm and on-farm drainage network has been under the auspices of two state agencies. Poor co

ordination negatively affects operation, and the question arises whether functions should be integrated 

within one unit. 

~nflicts may arise between irrigation associations and the state agency, among irrigation associa

tions, and between associations and the farmers. Given different causes and issues, what are the ar

rangements like, and are they effective and acceptable for associations and farmers? 

~many actors (statlild civic) are involved in operation and maintenance, their spheres of deci

sian-making may conflict and may give rise to inequities because of information asymmetries and 

asymmetries of holding authority. What kind of procedures have been introduced? 

~e state agency hween very proactive initiative in providing technical support and training to 

• s 



F9CiSiV: actors, i.e. the Ministry for Public Works, the state irrigation agency DS! and a majori 

of farmers w~nted change, giving different reasons. _ 

FIhe dyiliV~ actors agreed in principle on the direction of the transfer process, i.e. the disengage

ment of the state agency at the operative level. Decentralization has been discussed since years, and 

there was no other feasible option but transfer due to the serious financial crisis. 

rIbe rerp9n~ble ministry and DSI followed a strategy that prevented the issue to be politically in

strumental. 

t1Positi'1e r"eriences with irrigation organizations elsewhere in the country have suggested that users 

can successfully manage common pool resource systems. Management transfer benefited from more 

or less experienced and consolidated Irrigators Groups which had lead collective action at the tertiary 

level prior to transfer, and management transfer only took place in pilot regions where Irrigators 

Groups had been participating. Although they had assumed limited responsibility, their headmen had 

gained skills and were experienced in collaboration with the state agency. 

HLegal re~ulltions have supported local organizations as recipients of O&M responsibility. 

filhe releval1t actors expected positive pay-off deriving from transfer; others have not been negativel: 

affected (i.e. staff of the state agency was not dismissed, and was assured of continued job before 

hand) . 
• -
-iThe actQ,s ..,ith new functions, i.e. local administrators and influential farmers, have been accepted 
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Organizational set-up 	 Three-tier representative system e 

without Irrigators Groups r: 

• 
Delegates 	 Village headmen, mayors and two 

members of council of elders and 

town assembly; 

Farmers can be nominated by them; 

Equal number for administrative 

units 

• 
Transfer contract 	 Management of irrigation systems 

Whether or not Irrigators Groups are maintained and incorporated into the new setting, depended on 

whether village and municipality institutions were willing and able to take over management. Elected 

village and municipality units form the basis ofIrrigators Groups, and headmen and mayors provide 

irrigation services on behalf of irrigators. Their incorporation is evident in lzm ir, and was supported b: 

law that farmers may be represented by either village headmen, mayors or farmers as delegates in the 
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fines in case of illegal water withdrawal. This has partly been solved by internal reorganization: Irri

gation Associations hire and employ personnel that monitors and enforces water schedule, and collect 

water charges. 

4 Incentives for good maintenance performance 

Incentives for participation of irrigators groups were removed with management transfer. What are the 

arrangements like for promoting 'good' maintenance standards? 

Farmers in Turkey do neither contribute in-kind nor labor for maintenance. Maintenance expenses are 

covered through water charges, and the responsible units either employ or temporarily hire laborers. 

This kind of commercialization and job differentiation reduces conflicts among farmers, and, at the 

same time, improves professionalism. It certainly works against upstream-downstream conflicts as 

employed or hired personnel has no intrinsic incentive for working in favor of either of a group. 

Prior to management transfer, village and municipality institutions, i.e. village mayors, council of eld

ers etc., were stimulated to take over O&M of tertiary irrigation systems by giving them a discount an! 

reducing their water charges up to certain extent. They could spend the surplus between their O&M 
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5 Relevance of property rights for maintenance 

IMT in Turkey does not include transfer of ownership of infrastructure and water, but assigns users 

rights to both. What does this mean in effect, and does partial turn-over negatively impact on irrigation 

associations? 

In Turkey, management transfer is based on transfer contracts signed by the Counci I of Ministers, the 

state agency OSI and the Irrigation Associations. The contract mentions the supply source (main canal 

and its capacity), the associated infrastructure (number, location and capacity of secondary and tertiary 

canals, gates etc.), boundaries, and the extent of the service area. Ownership of infrastructure remains 

with the State, and transfer contracts are subject to unilateral dismissal, if associations do not properly 

manage or uphold their system. In the event that maintenance work is not properly carried out, and 

damages occur, associations are obliged to bear the costs. In general, if they do not keep to the terms 

of the contract, OSI has the right to approach the judicial system for cancellation of the management 

transfer contract. 

By signing the contract, Irrigation Associations have agreed that they accept and follow OSI's techni

cal directives for operation and maintenance, and OSI's technical design principles for rehabilitation, 

remodeling and renewing. OSI due to ownership rights, technically monitors the maintenance works 



There is evidence that if capacity of canals cannot serve all farmers, tail-end farmers suffer receiving 

little or no water. In times of peak demand, operators decide on rotations and proportionally reduce _ 

water amount thus spreading the risk among all adjacent farmers. The same procedure is applied if 

many associations receive water from one main canaL However, it is worth mentioning that in the 

Lower Seyhan Plain there is no overall water scarcity. Usually water flows 24 hours, and water flows 

are used 12 to 17 hours only which means that night-time irrigation is an option yet to be fully ex

ploited. In case of water scarcity, which was experienced in the Gediz basin for about 10 years, DSI 

informs the associations on water availability and the amount they can expect In addition, DSI rec-

om mends crops and crop pattern accordingly. Scarcity is allocated proportionally to the Irrigation As

sociations and farmers, e.g. instead of 4 to 5 irrigation applications for cotton, only 1 or 2 are applied. 

If more than one Irrigation Association are served by one main canal, presidents and general secretar

ies of the adjacent associations attend a planning meeting together with DSI staff in advance of the 

irrigation season where they negotiate flow rates. A "Protocol on water usage and distribution" is then 

signed by the associations and DSI that defines water allocations. According to this protocol, moni-. 

toring the critical off-takes is DSI's responsibility, or associations hire DSI technicians that are then 

accountable to them. 

Concerning maintenance, associations share in the cost in proportion to their irrigated area. In 1998, 

for instance, the Right Conveyor in the Lower Seyhan Plain which supplies water to all associations in 
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ancing costs. In addition, main drains are used by industry and cities which are so far not charged. A 

solution requires legal and institutional changes. Legal changes refer to charging principles, and insti

tutiol1al reforms are necessary in such that representatives from all pollutants, i.e. farmers, cities, il1

dustry, and from the state form a council where decisions on drainage are at the core. 

Ownership to land, however, impacts on payment of water charges, financing services and on invest

ments in different ways: Many farmers rent their land out to others, and several types of share

cropping arrangements exist. Only registered land owners are liable for paying water charges which 

they collect from their rentals. Most share-cropping arrangements are based on yearly contracts, and it 

is easily understood that they do not create incentives for the actual operators to investment. Some 

associations mentioned low water charges collection rates in the year when services are provided, be

cause of high percentages of share-croppers and lessees. They are then confronted with additional ad

ministration and, eventually transaction costs. However, all associations achieve high collection rates 

and do not hesitate to use all kind of sanctions and legal instruments available. 

6 Prevalent maintenance problems and rationale for decision-making on maintenance 

What are the prevalent maintenance problems, and what are the rationale of the associations decision-

making? 



'urgent needs' are identified by technicians and enter into planning. However, it is not trivial to state 

that in the final end decision-making for maintenance, depends on farmers' economic considerations _ 

and financial capacity. 

Age of infrastructure plays an important role as it increases maintenance requirements and costs which 

become enormous. The actual alternative may be maintenance or replacement of the old system. If 

replacement costs are high and cannot be afforded, or are not an acceptable option for whatever rea

son, only urgent maintenance is done (this was reported by two Irrigation Associations in the Tarsus 

Plain, Lower Seyhan). On the contrary, new systems cause little maintenance costs, and associations 

are able either to reduce O&M costs and thus water charges, or build reserve funds (reported from two 

associations in the Yiiregir Plain, Lower Seyhan). 

However, maintenance efforts and thus cost incurred may not substantially increase water supply and 

benefits deriving from additional water. In this case, and if benefits can be maintained at a given level 

without causing costs, maintenance is postponed because maintenance investment without associated 

benefits, impose opportunity costs on farmers. 

Demand for maintenance is unequally spread among farmers depending on their location on the irriga

tion system and its state. Particularly in case of aged infrastructure, demand for maintenance increases 

towards the tail-end to uphold water deliveries, while head-end farmers still may receive enough wa

ter. This may negatively affect decision-making as head-end farmers may influence their delegates not 
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On-farm drains are publicly subsidized, and farmers do not contribute towards cost although benefits 

deriving from on-farm drains can be easily attributed towards private farm un'its. This practice is on

going until the very beginning of the irrigation system until to date. [n 1988, a World Bank-funded 

project aimed at rehabilitating old farm drains and laying new ones in not yet, or insufficiently COl1

nected fields. Cost-sharing between state and farmers is even not discussed, and officials of the re

sponsible state agency, i.e. the General Directorate for Rural Services (GDRS), are of the opinion that 

farmers do not have the financial capacity to bear costs. However, in 1997, a law was launched which 

intends to transfer on-farm drains to Irrigation Associations taking over their maintenance because 

maintenance is very much neglected by the farmers. The associations so far, refused to assume respon

sibility and stated that they already are struggling with O&M of irrigation systems. 

Contrary to recent law, on-farm drains might be transferred to farmers (and not associations) through 

legal contracts and assign them ownership titles. Farmer then can enter into service arrangements with 

their Irrigation Association, or private companies, given that special equipment and skilled staff is 

available. 

Rough estimates indicate that farmers are able to contribute towards investment and maintenance cost. 

Installation cost for sub-surface drains is around US$l,OOO per hectare, which is almost equal to the 

annual net income. Likewise, periodic maintenance cost averages at US$50/haJa, which stands around 



8 Lack of coordination between key players 

Off-farm and on-farm drainage network has been under the auspices of two state agencies. Poor co- ' 

ordination negatively affects operation, and the question arises whether functions should be integrated 

within one unit. 

Prior to transfer, responsibility for irrigation and drainage systems, and for on-farm drains was as

signed to two state agencies: OSI being responsible for construction and O&M of large irrigation and 

drainage network, and TOPRAKSU (the predecessor ofGORS) for installation ofon-farrn drains and 

land leveling. When TOPRAKSU was integrated into GORS, its drainage units have played a marginal 

role compared to other tasks ofGORS such as drinking water supply in rural areas, construction of 

services roads, etc. leaving the drainage units with little funds. However, the GORS' drainage units 

were not supposed to maintain on-farm drains. 

In general, OSI has always received higher budget allocations for its projects than GORS which he~v-

ily depends on foreign exchange for projects. OSI almost always completed its work before GORS. 

The common feature has been uncoordinated action between OSI and GORS resulting in unadjusted 

on-farm and off-farm drainage systems which required remodeling at high cost. And uncoordinated 

action has impacted on maintenance: OSI staff while carrying out maintenance of the off-farm drain-
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seen to violate beyond the tolerance level of others involved. A complaint is an informal warning, and 

a formal warning may follow for which mediation will be sought from outside parties. Since a conflict 

arises because preferences andjnfOIiiiation and pCIecp~are not exactly alike, a third party may be 
• 

approached. Depending on agreements and legal systems, third parties may decide and penalize with 

binding effects, or mediate only. 

In the irrigation management context of Turkey, various actors interface at various levels where con

flicts may arise: Within a tertiary system, fanners interface with each other and with association or

gans, or within an Irrigators Group, resulting in conflicting situations. At secondary level, Irrigators 

Groups interface, and at the primary Irrigation Associations interface with other associations, other 

users as well as with DSl. Given the context, interrelationships among various actors are described 

here. 

Prior to the transfer, many farmers complained about the quality of public services, the agency's re

sponses to system breakdowns and illegal water withdrawal by other farmers. While the fonner cases 

might have induced refusal of payments, the latter caused high enforcement costs often deepening the 

contlict between the farmers involved because it was resolved by state action. After transfer, there are 

few conflicts among members ofIrrigation Associations or Irrigators Groups, as water distribution 

technicians perform their job efficiently. A handful complaints have been reported after transfer most 

of which relate to provision ofwater on-demand and in desired volume. Contlicts have arisen, for ex



lating its duties, they may discuss their problem with its staff, and as a last resort may refuse to pay for 

the services provided by DSI. However, contrary to the explicit penalties for violation, no Irrigation . 

Association has been punished in the actual sense, as DSI implicitly wants to completely refrain from 

management functions. This part of the contract is unilateral and there is no penalty for DSI, if its staff 

fails in performing its duties. However, none of the associations visited had any compliant against OSl 

as it performs its tasks professionally. Probably, the associations are yet at an early stage and both 

partners try to solve problems amicably to keep cordial relationships. 

The Ministry ofInterior monitors whether associations are performing according to the law governing 

these organizations. Their staff inspects reports and procedures, and may take legal action. The general 

assemblies may withdraw support for their management units by passing a vote of no confidence 

against the chairman, ifthey consider him not performing well. If majority vote becomes impossible, 

and the chairman is found to be violating rules, any member can be a plaintiff to the Ministry of Inte

rior. A complaint against an irresponsible chairman resulted once into an inquiry and subsequent dis

missal of him by the Ministry. 

Conflicts among members, and members and Irrigation Association management organs are mostly 

about damaging the structures, water distribution and payment of fees. Associations are authorized to 

impose fines, if farmers extract water out ofturn or unlawfully. If members do not pay the fines or 

dues, graduated penalties are levied, e.g. a warning, penalty, disconnection of services and law suits. 

Ii? 
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If many actors (state and civic) are involved in operation and maintenance, their spheres of decision-

making may be conflictive because of information asymmetries and asymmetries of holding authority. 

What kind of procedures have been introduced? 

Previous paragraphs already mentioned information asymmetries at varying interfaces. However, they 

are summarized here. Crucial points are the following: 

F9'wa:er availability and water demand; 

~Planninglwlter supply based on water availability and on the associations demand; 


ir-fFixing w~t~ delivery schedules for a sub-basin with more than one association, and actual water 


allocations; 


-iwater allrcltions from one main canal which serves more than association; 


---iWater all~Cltions from secondary to tertiary systems; 


'YMainten1nClt of main canals which serve one association, and is executed by DSI staff and charged 

to them; 

t Maini"an: of main canals which sme more associations, and is executed either by riparian asso

cia~ions theJselves, hired DSI staff or jointly by associations and DSI. 



II Support systems for sustainability 

What kind of support is provided to irrigation associations for they can attain self-sufficiency? 

Irrigation Associations are unable to produce all goods and services they need for undertaking the re

sponsibility entrusted to them. However, such services and goods are accessible through contracts and 

purchases from many suppliers. 

A key element behind the transfer process in Turkey is the strong initial support by OSI in assisting the 

associations in attaining self-sufficiency. The accounting systems are provided by the Ministry ofinte

rior and training therein is provided by OSI through a series of seminars. Likewise, the \1inistry of 

Finance conducts audits of accounts. Banking services are available in most villages where associa

tions established their offices. The Irrigation Associations, however, do not have access to credits, as it 

is prohibited by law, but this is an essential service they need. Budgeting advice is available from DS!' 
" 

and by now most associations have become experienced to prepare budgets of their own. Besides, OSI 

envisions its future role in keeping on assisting the Irrigation Associations. 

DSI also provides basic management and planning training by working with them. Many associations 

have a few problems in recovery of water charges and consequently are constrained to address mainte



• • 

• • 

• • 

n l su:port, agency's role, farmers experience (pilot area whh irrigatocs groups) 


~ IOrganiii,",al setti ng ofIAs lakes due consideration of local cond itions: (LSP) higher direct par, 


ticipation due to not consolidated IG; (Gediz) representative system, established communal organs, 


legal basis needs change: no power to "" to prevent misuse 


'1A greeljl1TtiJ provide for, ." DSI retains power 


t'ipr;opety ri~lts, but secure user rights; transfer of ownership titles requires that .. , 


IMainte'tee of aged infrastructure: disadvanlage of ... , cost,sharing for ... ; contributions of non, 


agrIcultural Jsers for main drains 


HConfliPt reg()lution mechanisms, but ifDSI does not .." non-agricultural users state! 


IInfo aslmetries 


----1Coordin¥<JI1: Drainage under one unit. 

I Strong sipport okay, but credits. 

wJs the 1M] able to reduce costs, the main reasons for stated reforms? 
• 

Important Lesson: IMTs are long run programs, need nurturing, positive attitudes and political com
• 
mitment (Refer to Pre- and Post conditions for Reforms, IWMI/GTZI and FAO joint publication 
• 
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* in the Lower Seyhan Plain, namely: Gazi Sulama Birlik, Kadikoy Sulama Birlik, Altinova Sulama 

Birlik, Pamukova Sulama Birlik 

* in the Gediz Basin, namely: Menemen Sol and Sag Sahil Sulama Birlikler, Sarikiz Sulama Birlik. 




